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Indie film ‘Paterson’ parallels Pee-wee

T

hold objects. He writes his poems
he movie “Paterson” is a
in a notebook and shows his words
throwback to the preonly to Laura.
9/11 days when magical
The movie has a retro sensibilrealism was all the rage
ity, like “Pee-wee’s Playhouse” —
on storefront stages and
except that it favors chiaroscuro
art house screens.
REBECCA
rather than vivid color — given
Jim Jarmusch, one of the high
the loopy decor, the colorful
priests of this indie form, in which
L. FORD
friends, the fetish for things that
fantastical elements are accepted
are black and white and the paras natural in otherwise mundane
Rebecca L. Ford is counsel at Scharf
ticipation of Marvin, the dog, as a
settings, is the director.
Banks Marmor LLC, and concentrates her
character. (The canine actor, NelBack then, in a world where
on complex litigation, compliance,
lie, won the Palm Dog at Cannes
nothing could go wrong — or so we practice
board governance and specialized
Film Festival when the film was
thought — irony resonated. Later,
employment issues. She is the former
shown there in May.) Driver even
as times turned, irony became an
executive vice president for litigation and
bears a squinting resemblance to
adolescent’s luxury and the absurd intellectual property at MGM. She can be
Paul Reubens.
became indistinguishable from our reached at rford@scharfbanks.com.
The film is filled with such abdigital and political reality.
surdist elements, treasures hidden
In the past year, there has been
in plain sight and it is delightful to
a tide of muted, loosely woven
colorful patrons perform their andiscover details such as the
films with minimalist storylines
tics around him.
harlequin pattern of a pumper(“Moonlight,” “Jackie” and
Such a ritualistic existence
nickel and white bread sandwich
“Manchester by the Sea,” among
could go either way. But rather
in Paterson’s lunchbox, or the eyes
others), creating just the right
than a life of quiet desperation,
Laura draws on his oranges.
wave for a movie like “Paterson,”
rolling with Paterson is like slipThe recurrence of twins, the
which combines the old and the
ping into an enchanted garden. Paproliferation of circles in the counew to ride in on.
terson’s days are shot with poetry,
ple’s cereal, curtains and cupcakes
Adam Driver (who stars in the
humor and something like advenHBO series “Girls” as Lena Dunture within the confines of his bro- and other patterns in the town of
Paterson seem gratuitous, yet take
ham’s unstable, emotionally raw
ken city.
on significance through replove interest) is Paterson,
who drives a bus in PaterWe are invited to spend time etition.
We are invited to spend
son, N.J. He is a poet who
time in Paterson’s environlives in a little house with
in Paterson’s environment,
ment, which is enchanting
beige siding and a pink
which is enchanting or at least or at least intriguing,
door, and a wonderland of
enough to linger for a couple
hand-painted design on the
intriguing, enough to linger
of hours. And there we
inside.
for a couple of hours.
linger, while Paterson resides
He shares the little house
inside his own head, left to figwith his breathtakingly beauure out what is going on in there.
tiful artist wife and muse, Laura
On his breaks, spent at the
Quiet, ambient “Paterson” is an
(Iranian actress Golshifteh FaraGreat Falls of the Passaic River,
experiential film through which we
hani) and her Churchillian English
Paterson writes achingly beautiful
enter an unexplored workaday
bulldog Marvin, who is jealous of
poetry (by Ron Padgett) about orworld for a while and discover its
Laura’s affections.
dinary life. He is inspired by love
treasures. Then we move on. Af
We spend seven days with Pafor his wife, the colloquy of paster all, an empty page presents
terson: driving the bus, walking
sengers on his bus route and his
more possibilities.
the dog and sitting at a local bar as appreciation of quotidian house-
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